Meeting between Executive Vice-President Vestager and [name withheld] of Alphabet

24/05/2023, 15:00-15:50

Alphabet Inc. (“Alphabet”):

European Commission: Margrethe Vestager (Executive Vice-President (“EVP”)), Stina Soewarta (Cabinet Vestager), Werner Stongg (Cabinet Vestager), Liliane Karlinger (Cabinet Vestager).

Artificial intelligence (“AI”)

- The EVP explained the ongoing legislative work in the field of AI including the elaboration of an AI Code of Conduct.
- Alphabet indicated it is willing to contribute to this work. Alphabet presented its views on recent developments, the need for transatlantic cooperation and its own approach to AI developments and products.

DMA compliance

- Alphabet explained that DMA compliance is a priority and that Alphabet currently invests significant resources in achieving compliance.
- Alphabet and the EVP discussed DMA enforcement by the Commission and national authorities. Alphabet and the EVP also discussed Alphabet’s cooperative approach to DMA compliance.

Ad Tech case

- The EVP [...].